ever wondered why this year’s elections and the entry into the race by Hilidipo Hamunatse are on everybody’s lips not only in Namibia but in the diaspora? This is because Hilidipo, who really Hilidipo is and how he has found himself where he is today. Much has been said about the upcoming National Assembly and Presidential elections. People will not stop talking about those elections, not to mention projecting and predicting “predictions and speculations” about Hilidipo’s RDP winning the elections – and name and shame those who have wished SWAPO Party had lost in those elections.

Reading newspapers and assessing speculations and predictions made by journalists, academics and political scientists these days makes one wonder why so much is said about the upcoming elections. At times, it also makes one to think that this is the first election Namibians are holding under their own supervision and control. This is the third election Namibians have organized and conducted successfully, at least in the eyes of the International community which, from the outside, still regards our elections as a mere formality. It is certain that by the time we will read this article, the National Elections Commission will have announced the date for the upcoming general elections. The elections will be held in November 2009.


It is now time to assess how successful SWAPO has been in the lead-up to the elections. SWAPO was already in peace. We people provoke us a lot, they just start taking none as if you did, talk how those people at Otupati market know what are doing there, as where do RDP going to get job if their leaders fall when they are in swapo? Let us face reality, they might lose our town and omusati region in peace as we are in already in peace.
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